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ABSTRACT

Xeurai .Network Approaches to Fracer identification

as Related to PIV Research. !December L9921

Charles Henry Seetev Jr.. B.S.. Texas A&Y,[ l.'niversltv

I'hair,:,f Advisory t'ommlttee: Dr. Yassln Hassan

.Neural networks have become very powerful tools in manv fields of interest. This

thesis examines the application of neural networks to another rapidly growing field,

flow visualization.

Flow visualization research is used to experimentally determine how fluids behave

and to verify computational results obtained analytically. A form of flow visualization,

particle image velocimetry (PIV), determines the flow movement by tracking neutrally

buoyant particles suspended in the fluid. PIV research has begun to improve rapidly

with the advent of digital imagers, which can quickly digitize an image into arrays

of grey levels. These grey level arrays are analyzed to determine the location of the

tracer particles. Once the particles positions have been determined across multiple

image frames, it is possible to track their movements, and hence, the flow of the fluid.

This thesis explores the potential of several different neural networks to ideati_

the positions of the tracer p_ticles. Among these networks are Backpropagation, Ko-

honen (counter-propagation), and Cellular. Each of these algorithms were employed

, in their buic form, and training and testing were performed on a synthetic grey level

array. Modifications were then made to them in attempts to improve the results.
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The backpropagation learnin_ algorithm used on multi-laver Perceptrons proved

.'apable ,,f identifvin_ different _lzes ,:,t' particies. I'nfortunate[v. when applied to

an entire image array, with many particles scattered in it. it could not identify the

,:entroids.

A form of counter-propaeation was employed in which a competition, or Kohonen,

laver was used to classify the grey level spots, and an upper backpropagation layer

was used to identify whictl class corresponded to whictx size of particle. Many varia-

rions were tested. One of these competition networks performed well at recognizing

individual spots. When applied to a synthetic image array with multiple spots it did

not function as weil. However, it did clasify the output in such a way that a con-

ventional fortran code was capable of extracting the centroids of ali of the synthetic

spots. This network was then applied to an image taken from a previous experiment.

It performed as well as a global thresholding algorithm.

The cellular network was the least successful of the three examined. It requires a

lot of working memory, and the training used. annealint, required inordinate amounts

of time. Due to the training limitations, it was not fully tested.

Ali of these networks require further study. It was found during this thesis work

that subtle changes in the design or parameters could produce profound changes in

the results, lt is believed that ali of these networks have potential and could produce

accurate results if the right modifications were made. However, at this point the

competition networks performed the best at identifying the particles from grey level

data.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

[.1 [tistorv,,t" Neural Networks

This research brings together two entirely different fields of study, Neural Networks

and Flow \'isuaiization. Although both fields have seen significant expansion in the

1980's. their foundations have been around since the tS00's IRogers and Kabrisky,

t991: ._lerzkirch. 11)871.

Neural Networks began as a study into the functioning of biological neurons. In the

eighteenth century. Galvani and Volta reported a connection between electricity and

the central nervous system. Further research demonstrated that an electric current

was conducted down the nerve fibers. In 1843. Emil Du Bois-Reymond measured the

electric current in a carefully set up experiment using an early galvanometer.

The brain consists of hundreds of billions of neurons connected to hundreds of

thousands of others {Wasserman, 1989). The problem with early neuron research

had been that the neurons were packed together so tightly that an individual neuron

could not be identified. In 1906, Golgi and Cajal won the Nobel pri_r physiology
...-'J_r¢_
, ,'._j *

and medicine when they discovered that silver nitrate applied to a'_l__ple slide of

t_ _;

the cerebral cortex would stain individual neurons. With their disco_ individually

stained neurons were now recognizable., because the silver nitratelsbsorbed by
This thesis follows a style based on Msr.hine Vision and Applicati * i_'



only a smaJl percentaze of the neurons. This led to the mapping of the cerebral

cortex in [943 by R. Lorente ,le N,3. ,)ne of (',xjal's ._tudents. He reported that the

neurons could be differentiated into 32 to 34 different types.

lt was at this point that efforts to model the brain with computers began. Artifi-

cial neural networks were desi.,zned based on simplified biological neurons. Work in

1943 demonstrated that a two-state logical decision element could compute Boolean
i

functions.

In 1944. Hodzkin and Huxlev studied the threshold, inhibition, and excitation of

large neurons in the giant squid (Hodgkin and Huxlev. 19521. This work not only

earned the two researchers a Nobel prize, but provided a basis for many artificial

network models.

Hebb's learning laws were published in 1949. These laws provided algorithms for

making an artificial network learn. Learning in this case involves altering connection

weights between the neurons and, thus. altering the outpdt from the network. Rosen-

blatt developed the perceptron in 1957 (Rosenblatt. 1958). This simple neural net-

work model could perform many useful processes and elicited a great deal of interest

in neural networks. Widrow and Hoff. in 1960. published their work on the ADAptive

LINearElement(ADALINE), and on theMany ADAptive LinearElements(MADA-

LINE) (Widrow and Hoff,1960).These networkswerethefirstcommercialneural

networks. During this time, Steinbuch developed his Learning Matrix (Steinbuch sad

Piske, 1963), which was a pattern recognition machine based upon linear discriminaat

functions. The first competitive learning algorithms also began to appear during this

time (Rosenblatt, 1958; Stark et al., 1962). In 19{}4, Kabrisky su_ested that visual



iiscrimination could be related to low-frequency Fourier spectra of the input patterns.

Neural networks were beine improved constantly ciurinz these roars, and enthusiasm

:',Drthem was never higher.

Unfortunately. around 1969. a proof was published by Minsky and Pappert which

iemonstrated that a sin_le-laver perceptron architecture could not do an exclusive-

._r problem. Due to the prestige of _Iinskv and a reduction in government funding,

:esearch in neural networks began to decline. However. tile proof given bv Minsky

was onlv for single-layer perceptrons, and did not apply to multi-layer networks.

Several researchers, amon_ whom were Kohonen, Grossbere. Anderson, and Hop-

field, maintained their enthusiasm for artificial neural networks (Wasserman, 1989).

Kohonen developed the self-organizing layer (Kohonen. 19821. Anderson developed

the Brain-State-in-a-Box algorithm (Anderson, 1968). Grossberg assisted Kohonen in

coupling a hybrid Kohonen s.vstem with a supervised perceptron layer. He also pro-

duced the Adaptive Resonance Theory t ART). Grossberg and Von der Malsburg con-

tinued working with competitive learning throughout the 1970's (Von der Malsburg,

1973; Grossberg, 1976a). The most outspoken of these researchers was Hopfield. It

was largely due to his efforts that neural networks began to make a comeback. Among

his work was a network that could solve the traveling salesman problem.

Backpropagation, the most popul_ training algorithm still used significantly to-

day, was proposed in this time frame. Backpropagation w_ developed to overcome

the problem of training a multi-layer network. Widrow used the new bsekpropsl[l_

tion learning rule as a guide for improving the Madaline learning. The results we_



._ladaline Rule II and Madaline Rule III. Other new networks were developed as un-

.ierstandin-_ _mproved. It was _n ttle late l!)70"s that Fukustuma proposed the new

('ognitron and Neocognitron models iFukushima, 197,5: Fukustlima. 1980b. During

the 1980's. Kosko developed his Bidirectional Associative .X,lemory _BAMI (Kosko,

t987). _'urrentlv, there are efforts at implementing neural networks in hardware.

Analoe VLSI technology is being applied to several networks. Mead. at <)'alTech. has

,tevetoped a 48 x 48 pixel retina that can perform spatial and temporal differentiation.

Today. ileural networks are applieci to projects in nearly every subject. They are

used in everything from speech synthesis to predicting the stock market.. They are

helping people make decisions in medical dia, noses. The growing allure of neural

networks is due to the fact that large amounts of processing may be done by large

numbers of simple processing elements operating in parallel (Lippmann. 1987).

The field of neural networks is becoming so diverse that it would be impossible to

relate ali of the important work being performed. This thesis examines the use of

neural networks in another quickly growing field, flow visualization, The networks

presented will be those which were applied toward this endeavor.

1.2 History of Flow Visualization

Flow visualization came about as a natural consequence of the work performed in

fluid mechanics during the 1800's. Researchers such as Reynolds and Prandtl needed

a means for both visually understanding their equations and proving their validity,

so they devised simple flow visualization experiments that would demonstrate their

work (Merzltirch, 1987). Their experiments were generally free surface liquid studies,



in which partic]es or dye float on the surface of a liquid and are used to follow the flow

xt the freesurtace, lt was during this early work that Prandtl and Tietjens noticed

the wall boundary laver and formation of vortices behind obstacles.

Advances in flow visualization have often followed adwuces in photography. The

introduction of high-speed photography was seen as a means of slowing fluid phenom-

cna. so that the fluid could be more easily studied. In addition, advances in schlieren

and interferometry techniques improved flow visualization during this time.

The father of flow visualization is undoubtedly Ernst Mach. His experiments stud-

led the shock wave formed bv a flying bullet. .Mach described his views in 1943:

IMach. i943) "'Y,lodern science strives to construct its picture of the world not from

speculation but so far as possible from facts, lt verifies its constructs by recourse to

observation." Cohen further described Mach: "'Mach wished science to assert only that

for which there can be evidence. Sensed data are the common shared mode of evidence

for every observers. Mach took it for granted that knowledge was sensational" (Cohen,

1970: Merzkirch. 19871. Some of Mach's work was continued by his son Ludwig Mach,

who in the late taOO's used smoke to visualize air flow , "smoke visualization'.

The earlv 1950's produced technologies which drastically improved air flow visual-

ization. The development of wind tunnels allowed researchers to build tuft scr_

which are made of wire grids spread along the axis of interest. Each grid point has a

piece of string attached to it. As the air moves, the strings stretch out in the direc-

tion of the air flow. A picture is taken and the direction of air flow is determined by

measuring the length of the string showing in the picture. The largest problem with

this technique is that the camera is at different angles for different grid points. Hence,



a correction must be made before determining the actual flow direction. Further use

,ff the wind tunnel technoio_les included the controlled release ,._fsmoke for use with

smoke visualization, which by tile end of the decade could be used in ,'tit flows at

supersonic speeds.

Bv 1960. experimenters were using neutrally buoyant dyes to study liquid flows.

Common dyes of the tlme included milk and food coloring. La_er improvements

tncluded the use of fluorescent dyes. enhancing photographic reproduction of the

flow. One such dye, Rhodamine, was used in 1963 to study the flow of water in a

lake.

Small tracer particles were also being introduced into liquid. By applying a thin

sheet of light across the plane of interest, a photograph would record only those

particles in the plane. The results were streak lines, which are formed when the

particle is moving much faster than the shutter speed of the camera. The length

of the streak is the distance that the particle moved while the shutter was open.

'velocity data can be extr" qated from the photograph by dividing the streak length

by the shutter speed. Durinz the early 1960's. experimenters had developed clever

techniques to derive even more data from streak lines. Three-dimensional data was

obtained by using several parallel sheets of light, each with a different color. The

third dimensional data could then be determined by using the colors of the streaks.

Some researchers developed techniques of moving the careers with the flow, effectively

producing a Lagrangian point of view.

The use of tracer particles wu examined closely during this time. In 1963, shock

tubes we_e developed for air flow visualization. Ali of the tracer particles produced



for air were more dense and. thus. heavier than air. However. by producing small

-'nou_h particles, they ,'ould be s_tsr_ended in the air. like dust. ".'hocktubes start the

alr flow quickly, after the larze particles have settled to the bottom but before the

smaller particles settle.

[n 1964. it was noticed that particles had a relaxation time when they crossed su-

personic gas flows. This relaxation time' was a result of the particle needing time to

xchieve the same velocity as the flow. By 1965. two sources of error in using tracer

particles were discussed. These were tt_e particles' iIlertia and Saffman's lift force.

5affman's lift force is due to a velocity gradient in the flow across the diameter of

the particle. Due to these forces, a particle can not adjust to a changing flow in-

stantaneously. Further research to explore these limitations resulted in the particle

limiting frequency. The particle limiting frequency in turbulence describes the max-

imum velocity change that a particle can make in a flow. Later research revealed

another source of error due to velocity gradients which c_use particles to drift toward

the center of vortices.

Laser Doppler Anemometrv (LDA) was also established in 1964. LDA consists

of optical probes which measure the Doppler effect of the _cattered light from the

pmticles. In 1967, the buoyancy problem for liquid seeds was partially resolved using

hollow glass spheres as the tracer particles in water.

Other achievements include the production of multiple exposures on s single imv4_e

by usin8 a 15 pulse stroboscope. This eliminated the streak lines that had formerly

been seen v,nd caused discreet particle images, or spots, to be produced. The distsaces

between these spots could be measured sad the velocity of the particle calculated over



,_ach time interval. I"nfortunatelv. the multiple-exposed images caused a directional

_tmbi_mtv. \Vithout prior knowledge, lt was _m_oss_bie to Tell the ciirection or" travel

, i.e. from right to [eft or from left to right _.

Bv 1969. attempts were being made to produce three dimensional (3DI velocity

Ineasurements ,_f two phase dow._ _tsin_ a tecilnique known as holography. Within a

short time. double-exposed hologranls were producin_ a series of interference patterns

that could be used to determine the partlc;es movements.

[n the eariv 1970's, further problems with using particle tracers were being discov-

ered, such as the particle-free region in bound' ry layers. However, this did not stop

researchersfromapplyingnew techniques.In1973,tomographywas usedtoproduce

:lD data by directing light from multiple directions.

Smoke visualization was also advancing in the 1970's. New forms of smoke included

steam (fogj and TiCl4, which produces a white stream of smoke when in contact with

moisture in the air. TiCl4 has been used in studies involving atmospheric wind pat-

terns. In 1973, an aerosol generator was produced that made particles with diameters

of 0.7#m using di(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate (DOP).

Improvementsintheuseofwind tunnelsalsocontinued,ltwas determinedthat

smoke couldbe rele_edat any time and from any positionwithoutsignificantly

disturbing the flow. This was achieved by using evaporating oil from an electrically

heated wire. Some researchers combined the growing tracer particle studies, which

producedquantitativeresults,withsmoke visualizationby producingpuffsof smoke.



The use of dyes in fluids also continued. In 1974. Pitot probes were used as dye

_niectcis. and fluorometers were used to measure tile concentrations of a fluorescent

dye in a flow.

In 1975, the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation t BBO), a form of the equation of

motion, was applied to particle tracers and turbulent flows. By [!.)77.particle tracking

had advanced ag_n. in the form of Laser Speckle Photography. This method was

used to determine the distance between particle spots of a double-exposure image by

implementlnz a technique known as Young's fringe pattern analysis. After taking the

double exposure, a small laser light is passed through the photograph. Interference

patterns form behind the photograph caused by the slight displacement of the particle

spot. The interference patterns, or fringes, will be off set in the same direction as

the spot movement, and the distance between fringes will be proportional to the

movement of the spot.

Other forms of light scattering were also becoming useful. Raman scattering hap-

pens when light is inelastically scattered from molecules. The molecules gaan energy

and the scattered light has a different frequency from the incident light. Raman

scattering was used in 1977 to study processes involving flames and combustion.

Lasers were being applied to virtually every aspect of flow visualization by the late

1970's. An example of this was the production of a laser sheet (< lmm thick) to

illuminate smoke. However, some researchers were still using stroboscopes. In 1979, a

stroboscope apparatus was used to solve the direction ambiguity for multi_-exposuxe
, .

images, The stroboscope would produce 5 long pulses followed by 5 short pulses. This
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allowed the direction tobe determ,ned by the varvin_ streak widths. Althou_:h streaks

were produced, they were v,--rv_ilort and mav be treated a, individual spots

The particle diameter was important to many aspects ,.,t flow visualization. The

size would affect how lt scattered light, how weil it traveied with tile fluid, and

how gradients would affect lt. lt was important for researchers to produce small

particles and to determine their exact diameter. Diffraction theory was applied in

1979 to determxne tile particie diameter. However. even with tile advancements in !:_:

the field of particle image veiocimetry t PIV/. ttle fundamental problems involved

with using tracer particles were still not answered. In fact, new problems were being

demonstrated frequently. In 1982, it was suggested that a 'thermophoretic'force was

acting on the particles and would produce a particle-free region near a hot body.

By 1980. computers began to alter the techniques applied to flow visualization,

much as the laser had done before it (Settles, 1986). Whole images could now be

digitized into grey levels. The grey levels could record the brightness of individ-

ualregions, and allowed the computers to begin processing the information. Streak

photographs could now be processed by the growing field of image processing.

The problems involved in using several cameras to develop a 3D image were solved

by applying an optical grid to help focus and correct for the camera angles. In

1982, 3D photography was applied to multi-frame particle tracking. Further work

with Young's fringes produced the technique of 'spatial filtenng'which would produce

equivelocity fringes.

The field of flow visualization continues to develop new branches. One of these

is X-ray visualization and neutron radiography (Cimbala and Sathianathan, 1988).
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This technique allows visualization through opaque materials such as steel, which

•_uld not be imaged _tsln_ light.

.\Iso in 1.982. computers be_.an performing automatic image analyses of Young's

fringes. Bv 1984. computers were doing image processing of tracer particles, and

they were recalculatin_ the reference movement for the Lagrangian system after the

Image was taken. Computers were capable o; determinin_ large scale flow structures

from the mixture of small scale turbulence using match filters and, by 1.985, image _

:3rocessing had been perI'ormed on hydrogen-bubble time lines,

I:3 _Ierging Two Fields

This project will discuss applications of neural networks to a branch PIV known

as Pulsed Laser Velocimetry (PLV). This method uses a laser to produce pulses of

light, much as a stroboscope. However. lasers can provide quicker pulses with shorter

pulse widths. The light from the laser is shaped into a thin sheet. The light is

scattered from tracer seeds in the flow, and the images are captured by digital cameras.

These cameras store the images into arrays of grey levels. Each image contains

the instantaneous positions of the tracer seeds. Using identification and tracking

algorithms, these images can be used to produce full field vector representations of

the flow.

The two major steps after acquisition of data are identification and tracking, Idea-

tification refers to the determination of the tracer seed (or spot) data. This consists of

the location of the centroid and the area covered by the spot. Spots appear u brisht

regions on a dark background. Current methods u_d to gather this information m
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thresholdin_ and connectivltv al_:orithms. Applying:, a threshold to a erey level image

results in a binary lma_e, where any plxet with a _rey level above the threshold value

ts considered to be part ot'a spot Ivalue = [i, and all,0thers are not Iva[ue = t)).

Connectivity routines search the image for pixels with a value of 1.and connect them

together into spots. After the spots are connected, the centroids and area of each

spot are stored. Tracking algorithms are then applied to match the spots from frame

to frame, and derive their velocity rlata. ['his report concentrates on the process of

tracer .seed identification.

This process is similar to research in pattern recognition by neural networks. A

major problem in pattern recognition is the rr,"ational dependence of the object (Re-

ber and Lyman, 1987). However, rotational dependence is not a problem with PLV

data, because spots are roughly circular, The following is a review of current work in

pattern recognition using neural networks.

Many of the common architectures have been adapted for pattern recognition.

Some of these include the Adaptive Resonance Theory, Backpropagation. Cellular

Cognitron and Neocognitron, Counter,_ropagation, Hopfield. and Perceptron net-

works /Fukushima. 1975: Fukushima. 1980: C'arpenter and Grossberg, 1987b: Fuchs

and Haken, 1987; Hecht-Nielsen, 1987b; Yang and Guest, 1987; Chua and Yrm8,

1988a; Pawlicki, 1988; Karbacher, 1990; Ruck et al., 1990). Backpropagation has been

successfully used to visually check welding during non-destructive testing (Philips and

Steele, 1989), and cellular networks have been used for character recognition (Mat-

sumoto et al., 1990a). Fourier Pattern Analysis has been performed by some of the

networks (Graham, 1981).
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There have also been many hybrid architectures developed for pattern recogni-

rlo,,t. C)ne ,uch is a cellular network connected with ,'ompetltion regions ITenorio

and Hughes, 1987_ This architecture shows similarity to the cognitron, cellular, and

kohonen networks.

.\ great deal of study has been performed bv Grossber_ including work in binocular

vision, edze detection, and the effects of luminescence I('arpenter and Grossberg,

tO87a" Grossber_ and .Xlarshall. 1987: Grossberg and Mingolla. 1987: Grossberg and

Todorovid. 1,987/.

Most of these networks have been successful to some degree irt pattern recogni-

tion. However. none of them have proven to be successful under ali of the conditions

needed for tracer particle identification. This research studied and developed several

architectures that achieved some moderate success.

Although not discussed in detail here, researchers are beginning to develop networks

which can track particles (Cenedese et al., 1992}.

Currently. researchers do not immediately know how well their experiment has

performed. It may take hours to perform the experiment and finish the analysis. If

a lot of data is taken, this time lag could be davs. Unfortunately, the experiments

do not always produce the desired flows. Further, there could be problems with the

tracer particle distribution. If this occurs, the researcher must modify the experi.

mental set up. After the development of fast and accurate neural networks for both

particle identification and tracking, researchers will be able to quantify the flow in

, real time. This will allow the researchers to modify their flows quickly, adjusting for

say problems that have been noticed.
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CHAPTER II

PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY

[I. I ()vervlew

This chapter is devoted to explaininz the Particle [mage Velocimetry (PIV) meth-

,._ds used in this research, lt explains [tow the neural networks can fit together with

PIV.

There are three major steps in a PIV experiment, setup and acquisition, seed

identification, and tracking. The first major step is the experimental setup. This .

requires an understanding of fluid interactions. If the experiment is not to be taken in

three dimensions (3D), then care must be exercised in maintaining a two dimensional

(2D) fluid flow. This requires examining a slice of a steady state fluid far from

boundary affects. For other experiments which are 3D leg. bubbles in a flow and

turbulent flows_, any 2D measurements taken are only a small part of the whole

picture. In this first, step the laser sheet must be properly aligned, the laser pulse

settings must be determined, and the camera angles and focus depths must be set.

The second major step is to convert the grey level images into useful data for

tracking purposes. The standard methods for doing this include using grey level

threshold values to produce a binary image. The threshold value is used to define

every pixel in the image with grey levels greater than the threshol_ to correspond

to a tracer seed (1), and any with lower grey levels to belong to background (0).
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Connectivity routines are used t,.-,connect the ['s tn the binary image _nto spots.

This is pert'ormed for nii ,,t' The sequential time frames taken in the experiment. It is

in this step that the networks proposed in this pro.ject are applied.

The third major step is to track the movement of spots through time. Tracking

..algorithms compare the spots in sequential time frames and determine the likelihood

of correspondence between these spots..\[anv algorithms are available, some correlate

.geometric patterns of spots, and others compare the consistency of constant curvature

lines through several frames ,)f data. The most likely vectors are produced and used

to piece together a full field flow. This information can then be used for .secondary

purposes, such as vorticities, streamlines, and shear analysis.

II.2 Experimental Setup

There are an endless number of studies which can be performed using PIV. However,

care must be taken to ensure t hat an experiment accuratei-v demonstrates the problem

to be studied. A short list of experiments which can be performed include turbulence,

multiphase flows, fuel sprays, air in wind tunnels, neutron radiography, and convection

flows (Meynart, 1983a: Adrian and Yao. 1984: Adrian and Yao. 1.985: Bertollini et al.,

1985;Kobayashietal.,1985;Meltonetal.,1986:Meynartetal.,1987;Cimbal,_mad

Sathianathan,1988;Braun etal.,1990).

A major probleminmmay experimentsisthatthe imagesaretakenin 2D even

though many flows are clearly 3D. Many people, at first glance, say that the best way

tokeepa flow2D istousenarrowflowchannels.Thisissn error.Usinga nsxt,ow

channelcausesboundary layerproblemsand,thus,thefluidwillactsubstantially
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,[ifferent at different planes in the flow. The method used to limit the amount of 3D

•xptured,:,u film is to use a very _hin laser sheet, less than [mm thick. Even if the

fluid is 3D. only tracer seeds which remain _n this sheet for consecutive frames can

be tracked. Obviously, the best wav to solve the '2D problem is to take the data in

:",D. 3[ethods vary on how ro take 3D data. Some researchers use multiple ,-olored

lizht sheets, others use multiple cameras _stereoscopesl. and others use holography

to acquire :_D data. This project only dt_ls with identification or' tracer seeds using

'2D data.

This project will use data taken from a few ,_xperiments which have previously been

performed. The first of these was a single pha:e experiment, in which seeded water

was forced into a tank. This produced a step flow and produced some recirculation

regions. Figure I (Hassanand Blanchat, 1991).

- Another set of data was taken from an experiment in which the air-water luterfacial

shear was studied. In this experiment air was passed over slow moving water. Figure 2

_Blanchat. 1091). This experiment produced data in which there are two distinct

regions, the air and water. The tracer seeds and background levels were different for

each region. This will help the testing and training of the networks.

° The final test of the network was made from data taken from a bubble experi-_

mere. In _tfis experiment,bubbleswererisingin a tank of water,Figure3 (Hu-

=

sanetai..1992a).Thisexperimentisproposedto be the most difficulttestofthe

" network,becausethenetworkwould havetodistinguishbetweenthebubblesand the

tracer seeds.
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[n these three experiments the data was captured bv qsin_ digital ima_ers to store

•he light refl:cted from .'!le tracer seeds and bubbles..-\ .N'_I'Y.X.Glaser was the source

.:,fthe laser sheet. rbe data produced from these experiments was used in the testing

and tr,'umng for this project.

[I.3 _tandard _[ethods for ['racer Seed Identification

Light is scattered from the tracer seeds, or bubbles, in the ttuid and. dieital imagers

,tore this information in the form of grey levels ranging from tOto 256. In this project

tile digital imagers store the Images in _0,.4 x 1.024 arrays of grey levels. Figures 4.

5. and _:;show the grey level images produ,-ed from the three above experiments.

Notice that the seeds and bubbles appear as bright spots.

These images also show the effect of noise. Some of the tracer seeds are barely

visible in the bright background. The source of the noise inthese experiments varied

for each experiment. The imager used in the step flow was old and produced large

grey levels near the edges of the lens. The channel How had reflections from the air

and water interfaces. The bubble flow p::oduced a corona of reflected light around the

bubbles. Every experiment produces unique noise patterns, so it is difficult to create

a standard identification routine. Also, _ can been seen in Figure 5, the seeds can

Le very faint within certain regions (in this image the water seeds are faint and the

air seed_ sre bright).

The current methods work fairly well on noiseofree images. These methods include

two basic steps to identify tracer seeds, thresholding end connection. Thresholding

is used to dise:iminate between the seeds (bubbles) and background. The concept is



Figure4. StepFlow Image (greylevelsmultipliedby 4)

simple.Assumingthebackgroundisd_k (lowgreylevels)and theseeds_e bright

(highgreylevels)a greylevelthresholdcanbe appliedtoproduces bin_y image.As

an example,assumethebackgroundhu sn averse greylevelof5,and theseedsh&ve

sn averageof150.Applyings thresholdof10 would producesn _rsy whereevery

pixelwithgreylevelgreaterthan 10 wouldhaves v_ue ofI,and allotherswould

have_,valueof0.Thisisknown mss globalthreshold(refertofigure7).There _e
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Figure 5. Channel Flow Image

severalproblemswithusinga globalthreshold.The most obviousisindetermining

the value at which the threshold shouldbe set. The background can fluctuate wildly

over the entire image and the tracer seeds can be very faint in some regions. Other

methods include using local thresholds, but even these can have problems in regions

with a l_rge grey level gradient in the background.
__

=
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Figure6. BubblyFlow Image

After a binary image is produced, a connectivity routine is applied to determine

whichpixelsbelongtowhichspots.Connectivityroutinesgivea spotidentific&tion

number to es_:h pixel with a value of I. The algorithm then checks adjacent pixels.

If they both have a s._ot identification number, then the two numbers are treated as

belonging to the same spot, and are merged together and given a single identification
...

number (refer to figure 8). After all of the pixels have been grouped into spots, other
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_ues can be calculated. These values include average grey level, average diameter,

centroid, and number of pixels in the spot. Connectivity is discussed in detail in the

literature ,Horn. 1986: Gonzalez and Wintz, 1987).

Smoothing routines are sometimes applied between the thresholding and connec-

tivity steps. Smoothing routines can eliminate some of the noise. There are several

different kinds of smoothing. A common method calculates (for each pixell the sum

of the binary values of the eight neighboring pixels. If the sum is greater than a set

number then the pixel should have a value of 1, else it should have a value of O. For

example if the number is 5, then if 5 or more of the neighboring pixek have a value

of I, then the center pixel will be given a value of I, refer to figure 9.

Seed identification is the part of PIV that was investigated in this project. Attempts

were made to perform thimsequence using neural networks.
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[I.4 Thresholding Bubble Coronas

This section is _ncluded to demonstrate some ,:,f the intricacies involved in deter-

mining tile seed locations. Fhis work was produced as a result of studying the effects

of the bubble corona during the neural networks research.

A corona is produced bv laser light scatterin_ from the bubble surface. It causes

distortion ,_t the grey levels surrounding the bubble, and its effects must be mini-

realized to acqmre data near the bubble. The type of corona that was examined is

exemplified in Fi_.ure ,_. Tlle best way to remove this corona is to lower the inten-

sitv of the laser light. However. this can cause many of the faint seeds to become

undetectable.

The best way of demonstrating the effect of the bubble corona is to plot the grey

levels along a line of the image. Figure 10 shows the grey levels along the horizontal

line of y = 824. This line roughly crosses the center of the top bubble. Notice

how the grey level is clipped at the bubble tgrey level 255) and declines to the

background slowly. Also shown are several tracer seed spots as shown by the grey

level spikes. Tile straight line demonstrates a global threshold at a grey level of 10.

As explained earlier, everythinR above the line would be seen as spots and below the

line as background. This approach would produce a large spot around the bubble

thousands of pixels in area, as shown in Figure 11. This is a binaxy image with

the black showing the pixels which have grey levels higher than that of the global

threshold.

At thispointitwas deemed necessarytofinda functionwhich couldfilterthe

effects of the corona. Since it is impossible to derive information from the region
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Figure I0. Grev levels alon_ a line at 9 = _24 and a global threshold of l0

where the grey level is equal to 255, the function should begin thresholding from the

first pixel not in this region and continue until the function threshold is equal to the

background or global threshold. Several Gaussian functions were tested but the best

fit was a _ function.

Figure 12 shows Figure 10 with some _ curve overlays. Notice how the curving

threshold catches only the peaks that come out of the corona. These peshs sae prob-

ably seeds which were near the bubble. An important concept which csLbe clearly

demonstrated in this figure is that the corona is asymmetric. This csnbe caused
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Figure 11. Binary [mage Produced by Using :,. Global Threshold of 10

by many reasons, among which are that the laser light is entering unidirectionally,

and the bubble is not a perfect sphere. Thus the constants in the _ function must

have angular dependence to produce a threshold which ,'til properly fit the corona.

Figure 12 shows a different curve on each side of the bubble. The constants used

to produce the curves are now chosen _rbitrarily by the experimenter to enhance

the image properly. However. there are some suggestions for automating this step.

Further, because ofthe difficulty involved in correcting for the angular dependence

of the corona, the function is left symmetric. The center of the symmetry should be

placed at the center of the bubble. However, usually the image will become clearer if

the symmetry is placed off center from the bubble. Figure 13 was produced using off

center symmetric functions. The rings are presented to show where the thzesholding

function equals to 254 _nd I0. All of the black inside of the inner ring has a value
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0
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Figure 12. _ Functions Applied to Figure 10

of 2,55 and contains the region of the bubble. The outer ring is where the function

equals the global threshold value of 10. The threshold function is applied to the region

between the two rings. In Figure 13, the function applied to the upper bubble wu

centered at x=540 and y=803, and the radius of the inner ring is 85. The function

spplied to the lower bubble wu centered st x=536 snd y=258 with a_ninner ring

radius of 75.

The purpose of the _ function is purely to Msist in thresholding ne_r the bubble.

This c_ allow tracer seeds to be tracked closer to the bubble when there is mLsi$-

nificsjat corona. Tkis function does not determine the attributes of the bubble. The
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I
Figure 1:3. Binary Image Produced Using a Global Threshold of 10 and Radia_

Functions

bubble center is somewhat arbitrarily chosen to be the center of the region with grey

levels of 25.5. The edge of the bubble is in no way determined bv this procedure.

This procedure could occasionally produce a seed spot which is actually part of the

bubble. Itowever. such statistically random events would not be tracked from frame

to frame bv the tracking programs.

II.5 Tracking Methods

Trackingmethods willonlybe brieflydiscussedinthissectionforthe purpose

ofdeterminingtheform thattheoutputofthe neurM networkshouldtake.Iithe

, reader wishes to further discussion of these methods, it is suggested thst he read

theliterature(Hild,1989;HMs_ etal.,1990;Adrian,1991;Bltmchat,1991;Hsassa
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and Blanchat. 1991: Hassan et al.. 1992a: Hassan et ai.. 1992bi. The two algorithms

which are to be used tc, track the results of this research are "t muiti-frame technique

and a cross-correlation technique.

The multi-frame technique tracks spots through at least four frames of data. The

trackinz technique searches sequential frames of data pairinz spots in consequtive

frames, lt pairs them _n such a wav as to produce constant curvature movement

t)etween frames. The tracks are rated as to how constant their curvature remains

through multiple frames. This rating is called the sigma value for the track. Sigma

values equal to zero are considered as a high probability to be an accurate track. The

input to this algorithm consists mainly of the spot centroids in each frame, and can

be improved using the spot average grey levels and spot areas.

The cross-correlation technique tracks spots by matching local region geometric

patterns of spots. This method requires only two frames of data. The local pattern

of spots for every spot in the first frame is compared to the local pattern of spots for

every spot in the second frame. The pairing of spots occurs for those patterns that

most closely correlate. This method works if the flow is laminar, and can work for

turbulent flows if the time interval between frames is short enough. The pairings are

rated by correlation between the patterns and the number of other spots for which it

was p_t of a successful pattern correlation. The input to this algorithm consists of

the spot centroids and _eM and can be improved using the spot aversp grey levels.

The output of the neural network should include the data used in these trackin s

algorithms. The key pieces of data for both of these algorithms are the_ot centroids

and areas. The neural network must accurately produce this data to be successful.
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CHAPTER III

THE BASIC NEURON

III.1 The Biological Neuron

.ks the name implies, neural networks are models based on bioloeicaI neurons. The

brain is basically a bioloeicai information 0rocessing computer, wittl the neuron as its

_mallest processlnz element _Ro_ers and Kabriskv, L9911. The biological neuron can

be divided into three major regions, the dendrites, the body. and the axon. Figure 14.

In its simplest interpretation, each dendrite re "elves a stimulus from another neuron

which is sent across a region known as the synapse. This stimulus is transmitted to the

body, which sums ali of the stimuli from the converging dendrites. If the sum from the

dendrites is high enough, the neuron becomes excited and transmits stimulus down

its axon to other neurons. Hundreds of neuron types have been identified, ranging

from 5 to 100#m in size with each neuron type capable of performing a different

function. The brain consists of roughly 1011 neurons with over 10Is interconnections.

lt is this extremely hizh connectivity that makes tile brain a powerful processor, not

the complexity of individual neurons (Wasserman, 1989).

Neuronsveryrarelyactuallyconnectphysicallywith one another.Insteml,the

stimulusistra.nsmittedacrossa narrowgap betweentheaxonsand dendritesknown

thesynapticcleR.The stimulusistransmittedacrossthesynapticcleRby neuro-

transmitters, which are composed of over 30 known chemicals. Some of these chemi-

cals can excite the dendrite and others can inhibit it. When the a_on becomes excited,
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Figure 14. Biological .Neuron

it releases some of these neurotransmitters, which travel across the synaptic cleft and

are then absorbed by the dendrites.

Axons range in length from O.lmm to over Lm. The axon. as mentioned, termi.

nares at the synapse. The pre-synaptic terminal end of the axon contains many small

spherical structures known as synaptic vesicles. These vesicles contain the neuro-

transmitters which are released when the axon becomes excited, and activate/inhibit

hundreds of thousands of other neuron dendrites. The length of the axon is sheathed

by a substance known as myelin. Myelin is responsible for maintaining and speeding

the weak electrochemical signal down the length of the axon. The myelin is inter-

rupted periodically at points called the nodes of Rsnvier. The action potential is

regenerated only at these nodes, efficiently making use of the neurons energy.
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Figure 15. 13ioIo_lcM Neuron P,:,tentials

There are two methods of communication within the neuron, chemical signals across

_he synapses, and electrical sic,nals witifin the neuron. Both of these processes can be

_ttributed to the complexities of the cell membrane. In the thin membrane there are

five classes of proteins: pumps, channels, recepto s. enzymes, and structural proteins.

Pumps move ions across the cell membrane, maintaining the concentration gradients.

L'hannels control the flow of selected ions across _he membrane. The channels can be

affected by the electrical potentials in the nerve which provides a quick response for

control of ionic _,radients. Receptors are proteins that combine with molecules from

the cellular environment. The enzymes speed many of the chemical reactions, and

the structura_ proteins mmntain the cell structure.

The chemical balance inside of the neuron h_ a sodi,um concentration ten times

lower and a potassium concentration ten times higher t',ta its surrounding environ.

ment. The pumps maintain this differential, resulting in a resting neuron electric

, potential of -70mV relative to the surrounding environment, Figure 15. As the

synapt_c inputs (chemical) affect the neuron, this electric potential changes due to
"41-

_
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the chan_lnz chemical siznais _.iven to the membrane's prote, ns. \Vhen the potential

is lncreaseci to -',i)mi" 'he ,_,:,dium and pot,'tsslunl L,_n flq,w_, across the membrane

become umnhibited aud wltilin a uullisecond the ueuron ilas a potential of -50inV.

riffs potential then propagates quickly down the neurons axon to cause the release

.:,f the neurotransmitters. After this pulse, the ,'etl will remain inactive for several

milliseconds, durin_ wiuch time lt returns t,_ its resting potential by action of the

pumps,

The dendrites are not offected bv the electric potential. _hev are only effected

by the chemical information being sent across the synapse. Some of the chemicals

cause the cell membrane to allow more sodium to pass into the neuron, while others

reduce the amount that is being passed. This causes the electric potential in the

dendrites to change subtly. This small potential is propagated to the main cell body.

The cell body sums ali of these small potentials coming from ali of its dendrites. It

requires the cooperation of many dendrites to cause the neuron to pulse. Some of

the dendrites will be sending inhibitory potentials, increasing the amount of positive

potential required from ,other dendrites to cause the neuron to pulse. Ali of the

neurons in the brain do :lot pulse at the same time. thus causing the dendrites to

receive stimulation at different times. O_er a very short period these stimuli sre

summed, however, at any giveL moment, the neurons may be receiving stimuli from

many of its hundreds of thousands of dendrites, and barring the neural dead time,

the stimuli may be c,msidered continuous. The frequency of the pulses depends on

the effect, excitatory or inhibitory, from ali of the dendrites. If there is a lot of

excitation being experienced, it will activate r,-ore quickly and have a high frequency.

!
t',
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Likewise. if the excitanon is minimal, but enough to cause the neuron to pulse, the

t'requencv will be low. Frequency modulation ts used commoniv ;,-_orovlde a means

,:f eliminating, noise, as for example, in FM radio. Here the neuron is using a similar

technique.

.New ,liscovenes are being made about tile neuron evorv,tax'. I"nfortnnatelv. most

,)f these only increase the complexity ,._fthe neuron model and make the neuron ever

harder to understand.

III.2 The Artificial Neuron

The biological neurons are in fact so complex that it is unreasonable to make a

model that accurately describes their every working facet. Models _re designed either

to help the understanding of the processes, or to perform some other useful function.

The artificial neurons used in neural networks fall in to both of these categories.

.-kgeneric neuron model is shown in Figure 16. In this fi_ure, i is used to denote

previous neuron or input signals. ) der ores this neuron, and l i.j_ is interpreted as

from neuron i to neuron ). An input vector..¥(i,j), is applied to a neuron. The

values of the input are transformed according to the weight vector, w(i,j). The

weighted input is integrated, S(j), and compared to a threshold value, h(j). If the

integral is greater than the threshold value, the difference, S(j)- h(j), is pas.cd

through a transfer function, T(j). The output from the transfer function, Y(j), is

then sent either as output from the network, as input to other neurons in the network,

or feedback to itself (Wasserman, 1989).

_=
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Figure 16. Artificial Neuron Model

The input vector, X(i, 3 ), is often the output from other neurons in the network, lt

can also Include feedback directly from the output of the neuron to which it is being

applied, or it may be an initial input to the network. Sometimes the input needs to be

preprocessed to put it in a form that can be readily used by the neurons, or for specific

use in a particular network. Standard preprocessing involves normalizing the input or

scaling it to within some workable range. The number of inputs is dependent on the

network. Some networks require that every neuron receives input from every other

neuron. Some require that a neuron receives input only from neighboring netttons.

Still others hzwe input received from random neurons.

The weight vector, w(i, j), hsa the saane size sa the input vector. Ever.- input hsa

am sasoci_ted weight. If the weight is positive, then the input will help to excite the

===
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neuron, and if it is negative, the input will have an inhibitorv affect. The weight

vector also affects tile relative _mportance ,:,f one input over another. [f the weight

value is hii_h, even a small input could have a slznificant effect. The weight vector is

one of the most important parts of the model. By changing the weight vector, the

tteuron can chan_e its output. 3[anv learnin_ algorithms exist, and their use depends

mainly on which type of network the neurons are forming.

For most aetworks, the integrator sums the weighted inputs as follows.

5'Ij) = N-" .V(i,j)wli,j)- h(j) (1)

For many networks, if _q(j) :, 0.0 the neuron will become active. When a neuron is

active it produces output, and when it is inactive it does not. Other networks do not

use this approach. They pass the integrated information on whether it is positive or

not. Some networks, such as the Kohonen, do not sum the weighted inputs at Ml.

These networks sum the difference between the input vector and the weight vector.

S(j) = g" X(i.j)- wli.j)[- h(j) (2)
i

This difference is basically the Hamming distance between the input vector and the

weightvector.The Hamming distanceisa term usedto describethedegreeof dif-

ferencebetweensets.Ina Kohonen network,theneuronwhich hasthemost similar

weightvectortotheinputs,S(j)closesttozero,willbecome theactiveneuron,and

ali the others will become inactive. There are many variations on this theme.

, The transfer function, T(j), transforms S(j) into the output Y(j). There ate

many common transfer functions. Most of these produce outputs in the range of
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Figure 17. Transfer Functions

either -t.0 <_ Y(j) _ 1.0 or 0.0 < Y(j) _ 1.0. The four most common transfer

functions are listed below, and shown in Figure 17.

1.0, if S(j) _ 0.0:Bipolar Y(j) = 0.0 or 1.0, if S(j) < 0.0. (3)

Linear Y(j) = S(j) (4)

Hyperbolic Tangent Y(j) = tanh[S(j)] (5)

1

Sigmoidal Y(j) = 1 + e-s(J) (6)

There are many parameters that can be altered in the above equations.to produce

vaxiations of the same type of tra_asfer function. Another type of tr_ function

which can be used for neurons that have continuously applied input io one which
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,oscillates. The amplitude mav be determined as for any of the other transfer func-

tions, and the frequency ,:an be set bv how active the neuron _s. The term 'how

active' is used to describe the extent above the threshold value of the integration

_xlue. Other methods for setting the frequency may also be used. One method is to

set the frequency bv the number of inputs that had an excitatory affect. Oscillating

the output can provide more information about the state of the neuron than simply

using standard transfer function output.

The artificial neuron model is analogous to the biological neuron in several ways.

The weights can represent the synaptic gap between the neurons. The integrator is

equivalent to the main body of the neuron, wh,,re the stimuli from ali of the dendrites

is summed. The transfer function can simulate the stimulus down the axon towards

other dendrites. Granted this is a much simplified model, but it does provide a

starting point for the construction of networks that can perform many important

functions.
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CHAPTER IV

BACKPROPAGATION

IV.I Background

Backpropagation was developed to overcome the problems inherent in training

the multi-layer perceptron. Its development allowed multi-layer architectures to be

trained. The multi-layer perceptrons were then capable of learning nonlinear patterns

from input data.

Backpropagation was independently designed by three different groups at three

separate times. Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams presented the algorithm in 1986.

Upon its announcement, Parker was shown to have described a similar architecture in

1982. And further, it was discovered that in 1974 Werbos had already described the

method. One of the largest drawbacks of performing research into neural networks

is that concurrent research is being performed across the scientific spectrum, lt is

impossible to find ali of the relevant information stored in the countless journals and

conferences. Perhaps information retrieval itself should be an emphasis of neural

network research.

Today, backpropagation is the most widely used learning algorithm, lt has been

applied successfully to many problem_ involving pattern detection, and has been

implemented as part of a network used to check spotwelds in nondestructive testins

(Yang and Guest, 1987; Philips and Steele, 1989).
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Due to its widespread use. there rtre many variations from the basic design and

training methods. Only the methods used in this research will be discussed, other

methods are shown in the literature _Lippmann. 1987: Wasserman, 1989: Ruck et al.,

t990: Rogers and Kabrisky, 1991}.

IV.2 Architecture

The neuron used is shown in Figure 16 using a sigmoidal transfer function. Instead

of using a threshold function h(3), a bias I(j)is given as input to each neuron, and

Equation 1 becomes;

5"(j) = _ X(i,j)w(i,j)+ I(j) (7)

For training purposes the bias can be treated as a weight connecting neuron j to a

neuron with a constant output of 1. This form of the neuron, known as the perceptron,

will always be active when given input.

Perceptron networks are connected as shown in Figure 18. This figure shows a

multi-layer network consisting of 2 hidden layers and an output layer. Every neuron

is connected to every neuron in the following layer. This is known as being fully

connected. The first hidden layer receives its input vector from an array consisting

of the grey levels of a region of an image. Ali of these connections have msociated

weishts. The him connected to es,cb neuron is not shown in this figure, but each

connection also hu an associated weight.

Each neuron in the output layer will correspond to a different size spot, with one

neuron corresponding to the lack of any size spot. For instance, if the input matrix

is a spot of diameter 3, then the output neuron corresponding to spots with diameter
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Output Vector
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Layer 2

Hidden
Layer 1

Input
Matrix

Figure i8. .Multi-layer Perceptron Network

3 will produce an output value of I, and all others neurons in the output layer will

produce values of-I.

Competition networks are often connected to the output ofthe multi-layeg percep-

iron network. These networks can interpret the results, and can also help in many

other ways. There are many variations that can be attempted. Each variation will be
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discussed during the training and testing sections. Further. the conclusions section

will have some ideas which were not implemented in this research.

The current work was done on a network consisting oi" 1 output layer (6 neurons)

and 1 hidden layer _or input layer with 6 neurons _. Each of the hidden layers neurons

is fully connected with the input matrix.

IV.3 Training

Backpropagation will be the learning algorithm used to train this network. The

basics of backpropagation are simple. First, randomly assign each weight in the

network a number between 0 and 1. Next, apply a training sample as the input

and compare the output vector with the targe ° vector for the sample. Calculate new

weights by adjusting the old weight by some amount to improve the accuracy. Finally,

apply the training sample again and repeat the process until the desired accuracy is

achieved.

The most difficult part of this process is in calculating the new weights. The weights

must be adjusted on the output layer and then on the preceding hidden layers. This

algorithmwas testedusingonlyIhiddenlayer,sothediscussionthatfollowswillonly

dealwitha 2 layernetwork.Neuronsinthe hiddenlayerwillbe denotedby i and

neuronsintheoutputlayerwillbe denotedby j. The trainingmatrix,M(z,y),is

applied to the network and the output, Y(j), is compared to the target vector, T(j).

Mathematica£ly, begin with the transfer function. As stated, a sigmoid_l transfer

function was used (refer to Equation 6). This function produces output from 0 to I.

Adjusting this to produce output between -I and I produces,

2

Y(J)= 1 + e -s(j) - I (S)
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and the derivative of this function is as follows.

,It'(j, t
-'_'_jJ - t) t - I'(j) t

1"o calculate the new weights from the hidden layer to the output layer, w(i,j), use

the following equations.

./l'(j)

_'()) = dS(j_ (r(j) - }'(J)) (10)

.Xwli.j) = r/6(j)I'(j) (II)

":,_.l(i.j) = u.,,_(i,j), :Xw(i,j) (12)

where w,t is the old weight, and w,_.l is the new value. 17is used to control the speed

at which the weights adjust and ranges from 0 to 1. The bias is also adjusted ia this

fashion.

I,.,+l(j) = I,_(j) + Aw(i,j) (13)

The weights from the input matrix to the hidden layer are some what more complex.

The weighted values of 6(j) from the output layer are summed and used in determining

the new hidden layer weights, w(z, y,i).

,5(i)- dg(i)
dS(i) Z _(j)w(i.j) (14)

3

Aw(z,y,i)- r/6(i)l,"(i) (18)

w,_+l(z,y,i) = w,z(z,y,i)+ Aw(z,y,i) (16).

I,,._(i) = l,di) a. &w(z.y,i) (17)

, The initial training set was given to determine how effective this method would be

at distingu/shing between spots of different sizes. Determining the location of spots in
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Input Matrix Training Vector Output

v

No Spot
(1,-1,-i,-1,-i,-1)

I Diameter Spot
(-1.1,-1,-1,ol,-1)

3 Diameter Spot
(-1,-1, 1,-I,-I,-!)

5 Diameter Spot
(-1,-I,-1o 1,-1,-1)

7 Diameter Spot
(-t,.i,-i,.I, 1..I)

9 Diameter Spot
(-!..!,-!.-I,.!, I)

Figure 19. First Training Set Applied to Backpr0pagation Network

an entire field will be discussed later. The training set and its associated target vectors

are shown in Figure 19. The matrices on the left represent the M(z,y) data. The

white spaces have a value of- 1 and the black have a value of 1. The training vector,

T(j), gives the desired value of the neurons in the output layer. Each neuron would

correspond to a different size spot and should have a value of I when that mimespot is

given as input, and a value of- I otherwise. This figure also shows a representation of
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the output produced by the network after training was performed. The entire training

set was _lven to the network and tile error. 7"Ii, - Yij). was averaged before being

backpropa_ated. This method performed better than backpropagating after each

matrix and prevented the network from forgetting the early matrices as it learned the

later ones, tna cyclical manner.

['lte output column of Figure L9 graphically demonstrates which output neuron

produced the highest value for the input matrix. Tlus figure demonstrates that the

tletwork is capable of distinguishing between certain size spots. However, the larger

_pots were ali identified as being of the largest size. This may be because the network

is generalizing. That is it recognizes the 5, 7, and 9 diameter spots as being large and

hence clumps them into one category. The reason for this generalization may be that

the difference between these spots is less recognizable than the difference between the

smaller spots (i.e. the difference between no spot and one diameter spot is significant).

This figure does not demonstrate the values of the output layer neurons and further

assumes that a competition was set up to decide which size spot is the most likely

(in this case the spot represented by the output neuron with the highest value).

A measure for how effectively this network is distinguishing between spot sizes is

the rrn,_ value. This value is calculated _ follows,

I E E(Tk(J)- Yl,(J)) 2
: (18)

rrn,_ = " l+j

0.05 frn85 2.0 (19)

where k is the number of matrices in the training set. The closer to 0 the rm_ is

the better trained the network is. The final training value for the output shown in
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Figure 19 was 0.754 after 46 iterations with a q value of 0.8. This is not a very good

rms value, but the results are encourazin_.

r} ts chosen experimentally. Different training runs are performed using different

q values, q is chosen from the one which produced the quickest or best results. In

this research a few rl were tested. It was determined that chanzine this value had

little affect on the final rms value achieved, it did allow the network to t,-ain in fewer

iterations. However. tile size of this network is so small that the training time was

not very lone regardless of the rl value.

IV.4 Testing

Testing the network involves applying the network to a full image, not just a 9 x 9

square. The method used is a slow process, requiring the network to examine the

full image pixel by pixel. A 9 x 9 square centered on the pixel being examined will

provide _he grey level input to the network. Any parts of the square outside of the

image (for center pixels near the edges) were treated as having a grey level of 0. At

this point the output layer neuron with the highest value will be recorded along with

its value. For now. this will be done using conventional fortran code, however it can

be performed using a competitio_t layer. At this point, the purpose is to test whether

backpropagation can discriminate well enough. The competition layer may be added

later.

The outputproducedisan arrayofspotsizes.Most ofthesewillcontainO's.Again

us,;n8conventionalfortraninsteadofa competitionlayer,thepixelswithvaluesother

than0 willbe comparedtodeterminewherethespotcentroidsarelocated.Thiswill

-
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Figure 20. Example of Spot Consolidation

be done by checking a diameter equal to the spot size for each non-zero pixel. Any

other non-zero pixels in this region will be compared and the pixel with the lower

spot size will be changed to a zero. An example of this may be seen in Figure "20.The

final output that would be produced from this image would be the value g located at

the center of the large spot. and the val'Le3 located at the center of the smaller spot.

The test image will be a _00 x 100 grey level image, simulating actual data. refer to

Figure 21. There are 20 spots randomly sized (dimxteter 1-7) and placed throughout

the image. The grey Levelsof the spots are 255 and the background is 0. The first

test does not have any noise and is a very clean image.

As can be seen in Figure 22. this first test was not entirely satisfactory. This figuze
.,,

shows the centroids of identified spots, lt i0 not intended to show the sise of the
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Figure 21. Fest Image

figure shows that the network did not correctly identify the centroids of the twenty

spots shown in Figure 21. It does show however that the network is sensitive to the

proximity of spots.

, IV.5 Adjusted Input Vector and a Second Hidden Layer

In an attempt to improve the network two features were adjusted. First, a second
--
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Figure '2'2. Output After First Tr,tining

hidden layer was added, refer to Figure 18. This was added in the hope that sn

additional layer, would improve the recognition of different spot sizes.

The second adjustment was to change the input matrix. As stated before, the
5

input matrix was a 9 x 9 grey level image that was fuUy connected to the first hidden

layer. The adjustment is to convert the matrix into a vector consisting of valu_

.
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Input Matrix Vector
I

sum

sum is the
summation
of the grey
values

sum associated
with the
pixels in the
matrix which
are blacked in.

sum/9.0

The divisor
is used to

surrY21.0 normalize
each
component
of the
vector.

sum/37.0

sunv'69.0

Figure 23. Vectorizing the Input Matrix

produced by examimng different portions of the matrix. The vector will contain 6

values produced by summing the grey levels in the matrix over regions assodated

with spots of different sizes. This process is demonstrated in Figure 23. Thim input

vector is then fully connected with the first hidden layer.

Training wu performed differently also. The network would now train for one

iteration on the first input vector, aJad then train on the next input vector. The

I
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process would be repeated for every input vector and then start over with the first

,lntil a reasonable ,ms value was achieved. This was not done earlier for fear that

the network would forget its previous training.

The network did produce a cvclica_ rms value. That is it would traan in favor of one

vector and foreet an earlier vector, only to then forget this vector as it trained in favor

._f another vector. After roughly 300 iterations, the network was producing an rms

that fluctuated between 0.447 and 0.477..vith an r/of 0.8. This was an improvement

:,ver the earlier architecture.

.kt this point the significance of the r/ value was discovered, quite byaccident.

Different q values (i.e. such as 0.2. 0.8, and 0.9) had been evaluated to produce

little affect on the networks ability to identify the spots, and so a value 0.8 was

chosen somewhat arbitrarily. During one of the training runs a value of 0.87 was

accidentally given as the r/value. The rms value produ,:ed during this run is shown

in Figure 24. As this figure shows, the rms value dropped to 0.056 after roughly 350

iterations. These weights were saved any, Figure 25 shows the results produced.

Figure 26 is the results produced when the new architecture and weights were

applied to Figure 21. Again this figure only shows where the network identified spot

centroids, and again the results are poor. However, these results are more tightly

packed around the actual centroids shown in Figure 21. In addition, it correctly

identified the centroids of the spots with a diameter of 1.

These results are not sufficient to perform the desired task of identifying the cen-

troid: of actual spots. However, they are encouraging. The major problem is not
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Training
'_ I I

1.0-

6"I

E 0.6
t,,,,

,3.4

0.2

0.0

I O0 20O 300

number of iterations

Figure 24. rrns Value Produced for an r/Value of 0.87

in recognizing a [one spot centered on an image, but of identifying many spots at

various locations on the image. This is where further work will be required, lt may

be possible to train _ network on a_aimage, such ss the one shown in Figure 21. If

this image wu successfully trained, then the network should perform adequ&tely to

move on to the next step of applying it to aJaexperiment_l image, such u shown in

Figure 4
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InputMatrix Training Vector Output

v

No Spot
(1.-I,-1.-1,-1,-I)

I DiameterSpot
(-I, I,-I.-I,-I,-I)

3 DiameterSpot
(-I,-I,I,-1,-!,-1)

5 DiameterSpot
(-I.-1,-i. 1.-i.-i)

7 DiameterSpot
(-!.-i.-I,-I, 1,-!)

9 DiameterSpot
(-I,-1.-I,-I,-!. !)

Figure 25. Results Produced During Training Altered Architecture
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CHAPTER V

KOHONEN SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS

AND COUNTERPROPAGATION

V.1 Background

Competitive networks were derived from work into tmsupervlsed networks. An

example of a supervised network was given in Chapter IV. the backpropagation net-

work. In a supervised network sample inputs are given for the network to train.

These inputs are associated with known outpu,s. Hence, the network is trained to

produce these outputs when given the corresponding inputs. Networks using unsu-

pervised learning are not given a target output. These networks adjust their weights

according to the input only. This process is partially acc,_mplished by connecting the

neurons in competition layers. Thus. a neuron will become active when it is familiar

with the input (Wasserman. 1089' Roge-s and Kabrisky. 1991).

The Kohonen Self-Organizing Map is an unsupervised network which has been

provencapableofpatternrecognition,includingsuchfieldsaslinguistics(Kohonen,

1990).

Competitivenetworksareoftencoupledwithothernetworks,commonly backpzop-

station.Counterpropagationisone suchnetwork.Thisnetworkcomposesofa nn-...
• .

supervisedinputlayerwitha supervisedoutputlayer.Counterpropagatioa.¢U,_

usedtoreproduceinformationgivenonlypartialdata.Otherhybridnetworkshave
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been suggested for use with machine lnspectionl Villalobos and Gruber, 1990). This

:_etwork uses a competitive laver to generalize the input Into categories, and a back-

propagation network to fine tune the classification within these categories.

Again, the literature contains many examples of different architectures (Hecht-

Nielsen. 1987a: Hecht-Nielsen. 1987b: Lippmann. 1987: Oja and Kohonen. 1987).

This chapter will discuss the Kohonen Self-Organizing Map as an example of unsu-

pervised learning, and will apply a simple network to a traveling salesman problem.

After this. a counterpropagation network will be explained in detail. This network

and versions of it were tested extensively in relation to tracer seed identification.

V.2 Traveling Salesman Problem

The traveling salesman problem is to determine the shortest path which would

include stops at several cities. Here it is changed to be a traveling student problem,

in which a student must stop in several buildings around-campus. A Kohonen map

will be used to determine the shortest path.

Unlike the backpropagation network described in the previous chapter, Kohonen

layer neurons compete with one another, and the winner of the competition will be

active, while ali others remain inactive. There are variations on this theme in which

multiple neurons can be active, but this example will have only one active neuron at

a time.

The competition is performed by comparing the input vector with the weight vector

for each neuron. The neuron which has the closest weight vector to the input will be

the winner. In this example, the input vector will consist of the coordinates, Mi(z, y),
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Figure '27. .x,ffect of Learning Parameter a

of building i and the weights, u;tsj(z,y), of neuron j will represent coordinates on

the same map. The distance between the two, disi,j,ls calculated as

diai,j = 4(Mi,= - totaj,z) 2 -- ( Mi,u - wtsj,u) _- (20)

The neuron with the smallest disi,j is the winner.

Another major distinction between this architecture and that used for backpropa-

gation is in the learning method. This network will have unsupervised learning. The

weights will adjust solely on the input, not on any target output vector. The winner

willhaveitsweightsadjustedsothattheybecome closertothebuildingcoordin&tes.

wtgj,=,,t+1= wtsj,:,,_+ a •(Mi,:- wtsj,:,,_) (21)

wts#,_,.+l= wt_#,_,.+ a •(Mi,v- wtgj,_,.) (22)

a isa constantusedtoadjustthespeedatwhichtheweightsadjust.Thislearningcan

. be visualised by placing both the weights,/#, mad the input,I, on a circle, Figure 27

(WMserman, 1989). a will move the weights toward the input vector.
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Another subtlety In _his network is the concept of nmghbormg neurons. Neighbor-

ing neurons are not connec_ect to_:ether by means ,_t'their input or output. They are

simply close to the others ,,l a physical sense. To continue with the traveling student

problem, their will be l0 locations for which the student must visit, and hence the

network will require l0 neurons. Every neuron is adjacent to only two other neurons.

forming a nng of neurons..k neighborhood of only 1 means that only the 2 adjacent

neurons are neiehbors..\ nelzhborhood of '2 means that the closest 4 neurons adja-

cent to a neuron are neizhbors, and son on. A neighborhood of 5 will include ali of

the neurons in the nnz..\11 ,of the neurons within the neighborhood of the winning

neuron also change accordine to equations 21 and 22. where i and a remain the same

as for the winner.

Training is performed for the winner and its neighbors for each location. The

neighborhood begins large li.e. 5) and ct also begins large (i.e. 0.7). After ali of the

locations have been input ct is reduced, and the input set is fed to the network again.

After ct reaches a low value ti.e. 0.1), the neighborhood is reduced by t and ct is reset

to its high value. Training is completed when the neighborhood is reduced to O.

After training, each neuron will represent a location and adjacent neurons will

represent locations that are close together. The ring of neurons will represent the

shortestdistancebetweenallof thelocations.

There axe a few additions which must be m_ie to make the network perform prop-

erly. The most important of these is to prevent one neuron from being the winner

/'or multiple locations. This would also Icsd to a neuron never being the winner. To

correct for this, each time a is updated check to see if this ha_ occurred. If it exists,



Table i. Input Locations for [raveling Student Problem

i

name x-coordinate y-coordinate note

Dun can t. 4 2.4 cafet eri a

Zachry 5.3 1.5 engineering

Blocker 5.2 2.3 business

Evans Library :],6 2.3 library

Sbisa 4.9 3,4 cafeteria

Duddlev's Draw ,5,5 4.0 bar

Memorial Student ('enter 2.8 3.9 cafeteria

Small AnimalClinic ,5.4 6.9 veterinary

Kyle Field 2.3 4.1 football

Olsen Field 1.0 5.6 basebal_
iii

then set the weights of the neuron which never won equal to one of the inputs for a

neuron which wins multiple times. In doing this the adjacency of the neurons in the

ring must be corrected, by moving the neuron which never won next to the one which

won multiple times.

This example uses as input 10 locations around the Texas A&M University, re-

quiring the network to have 10 neuron.s. The locations of the buildings are given as

map coordinates in Table I. A graphical representation of the output is presented in

Figure 28. In this example the student will walk approximately 2.5 miles.

V.3 Architecture for Counterpropagation

Counterpropagation consists of a Kohonen, competition layer, coupled with a upper'

Grossberg layers, as shown in Figure 29. The competition layer separates the input
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Figure 28. Output of Traveling Student Problem

into classes and the upper layer determines what those classes are to be. bor this

work the upper layers will be trained using Backpropagation.

As discussed above the Kohonen layer compares the input matrix with each of

the competing neurons weight matrix, with the closest neuron becoming active. A

major difference between the counterpropagation network and the above network is

that there is no neighborhood in counterpropagation. Each neuron is completely

independent from the others. Also, the input is somewhat more complex the#, the

above x and y data. Here, the input will be a 9 x 9 matrix such as the one used

for the backpropagation network described in the previous chapter, and the learning,

shown in Fieure 27. would be peri'_o_rm__dnn , kv,_.,.t,_k-,,- .'rr-_imng on the tr..t._.....•._ • _ ....... j ,r ..,4,, ,,. jr, e.,.,.,,b.w,. " &_,V_l,V_i, qi_

- layer would rem_;a unsupervised, and each neuron would become responsible for

_

_
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Output

Grossberg
Layers

Kohonen
£er

Input

Figure 29. Counterpropagation Network

recognizing a different size of spot. a can be reduced linearly as above or using some

other function such as.

a(t ) = .4e "r- (23)

!Nasrabodi and Feng, 1987). The upper layers would be trained using supervised

trmning, discussed in the previous chapter. The weights would be adjusted by com.

paring a target vector with the output vector, and the adjustment would be propa-

gated down to the weights between the competition layer and the upper layer.

V.4 Testing

The first tests were very basic. The competition layer wm not allowed to train

- (a : 0.0) and did not have a threshold (h(j) = 0.0 in Equation 2). The weights

_

-
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for each neuron in this laver were set equal to the input matrix for which it was to

,'orrespond. refer to Fi_.ure 19. There w,ll be only one upper iaver. ,vr backpropagation

laver, conslstinz of _ neurons. These would correspond to the 5 spot sizes and the

absence of any spot. 1"he weights between this layer and the winning competition

neuron would be adjusted usinz backpropaeation. The output ,)f the upper layer

neurons would range from 0 to l. All of the neurons should have values of O, except

for the neuron correspondin_ to the correct spot size. which will have a value of 1.

Again. for now. only the winning competition neuron would be active.

The first problem with this architecture was that the upper layer weights would

not change at all. regardless of the q value chosen. This was solved by scaling the

sigmoidal function in the upper layer neurons by s. This changed Equation 6 and its

derivative into the following,

1
Y(j) = __,,) (24)

1-e--r-"

dY(j) Y(j)(1 - Y(j)),, = (25)
aS(j) s

With s = l0 and 17= .S. the network produced arms value of 0.88. Not a very good

start.

At this point it was realized that the output of the competition layer could be very

large. Since the upper layer was set to deal with numbers rmaging from 0 to 1, this was

a problem.The maximum Hamming distancebetweentheinputand thecompetition

layerwas 20,655(255greylevelsx 9 x 9 pixels= 20,655).Furtheradjustmentwas

made to the output of the competition neurons, so that the winner (determined as the



neuron with the highest output l would correspond to the neuron which most closely

match the Input. This altered the ,-_utput of the competition iaver neurons as such.

v"'/(z, y_- ,t't z. y,.])

5(j i = t - :'_ 20655 (26)

Testing the network with these modification improved tile rm.s value to 0.085 with

'1 = .9 and a = 1. This correction solved the scaling problem, and thus. s wa_ set

equal to I. These results are eqtuvalent to those shown in Figure 2,5.

Applying this network with these weights to a 100 x 100 binary test image, shown

in Figure 21, produces Figure :30. This figure shows ali of the pixels in which the

network output was non-zero. This figure is sh,,ws the neccesity of spot consolidation,

described in the Backpropagation chapter, refer to Figure 20. Figure 31 is the output

after spot consolidation. !-).5lostwas due to the nearness of other large spots. This

figure is markedly better than Figure 26. and is good enough to allow testing on more

complicated input images.

The next image used for testing was with 20 randomly placed spots of various sizes

on a 100 x 100 image, similar to the previously used image, but now there are two

complexities added. First. the spot grey levels will no longer be set equal to 288.

They will be randomly determined to be between 50 and 255. And second, noise will

be introduced to the image. This is accomplished by adding a random amount of

grey level to every pixel in the image. The noise added will be between 0 and a noise

value. The first run will be with a noise value equal to 10....

The network wu applied to this image and the results were that only _!io/' the.,
#

= or........ ,.,......._,.. ,uv _,.,,. ".,_ _***_to ,,= ,r_mn_. The grey l_vcl o_ the

_

=
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Figure 30. Output from Competition Network. before Spot Consolidation

training spots was equal to 255. If a test spot had a grey level of less than 127.5, the

Hamming distance between it and the correct neuron would be larger than between

it and the 'no spot' neuron. The network was retrained with the grey level of the

training spots equal to 50. Agxin, the network wu applied to the image. This time

19
of the spots were identified, and again the one spot not identified w_ a_sm*l_!spot

..
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I ' 'Figure :31. Output from Competition Network. after Spot onsohdatlon

in close proximity to a Large spot. lt should be noted that the network would still

have problems identifying faint spots (grey level i 25). This could be corrected by

training on fainter spots, however lowering the grey levels on the training spots could

cause the network to begin identifying noise as being spots.

There should also be a problem if the background is greater thaa 2.5. With a

backgroundthishighitislikelythatsome ofthebackgroundpixelswillregister

-
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spots. A solution to this could be to subtract the lowest grey level present, in the 9 x 9

input matrix, from every grey level in the input. This perform as a local correction

for the background.

Figure 4 was used as the first experimental data given to the network, This image

contains many faint spots and l_rge regions of noise. Figure 32 shows the centroids

found using the conventional methods discussed in Chapter II. For this figure a global
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Figure 33. Step Flow Image: Centroid5 Found using Competition .Network

thresholdwassetat25.Figure33showsthecentroidsfoundusingtheabovenetwork.

For thisfigurethenetworkwas trainedon spotswitha greylevelof50. Thereore

many differencebetweenthesetwo.Figure32 hu I#,2spotsand Figure33 hM 174

spots,ltappearsthatbothmethodshavefounda largenumber ofdif['erentspotsnot

identifiedby theother.Some ofthismay be do tothethresholding,eit_ directly,

aswiththeglobalthreshold,orindirectlythroughthetrainingspotsforthenetwork.
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Figure 34. Step Flow Image: Centroids Found using Competition Network. Trained
on Faint Spots

The affect of setting the global threshold, on the conventionaJ method, to 15 wu

similar to that shown if Figure 11. This was caused by the noise around the edges.

Retraining the network on spots with a grey value of 30, produced Figure 34. This

figure contains 622 spots. Many of these sre induced by noise, noticeably around the

edges. Some of these sre caused by unusually shaped spots causing the network to
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Figure 35. Step Flow Image (100 x lO0)' Comparison of Methods

register a centroid twice, lt is di/_cult to determine the accuracy of either method

from these figures.

Figure 3.5 can be used to more easily compare these results. This figure is a blow

up of the 100 x 100 square in the top left of Figure 4. The network uled weight

trained on spots with grey levels of 30 and the conventional method used a threshold
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of 1.5. This was done to put both methods on an equal footing over this region of the

image. Fi_,ure :t3 silows the positions and relative sizes produced by the network and

,:onventlonai analysis, it also shows the 'correct answer, the spots found by manually

selecting spots from the raw data. It should be noted that there is an error associated

with manual selection, lt is sometimes difficult to determine what is and is not a spot.

lt is used here only as a comparison. If any computational method can identify spots

as weil as a human, then the method would he a success. Figure 35 shows several

spots which ali of the methods found without trouble, it also demonstrates that

there are spots which the network can found and the conventional method can not,

and vice versa. The conventional method didn't mistake any background as being a

spot, whereas the network has. From this small sample it appears that the network

performed comparably with the conventional method. Further analysis, over a larger

sample, will be made later.
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CHAPTER VI

CELLULAR NETWORKS

VI.l Background

Cellular networks have received much attention because they can be understood

easily in electronic terms. Much work has been performed in making electronic cellular

ttetworks, tChua and Yang. 1988a). These networks operate continuously and in rem

time. The neurons in a cellular network cont uuously fire. not discreetly as in the

previous networks.

Cellular networks have many characteristics in common with Kohonen networks,

they can be trained using unsupervised learning and grouped into neighborhoods.

Cellular networks consist of an array of interconnected neurons, which may be grouped

in neighborhoods of neurons.

The difference between these and the competition networks is that in cellular net-

works the neurons interact with one another. The connections may be either excita-

tory or inhibitory. As stated some cellular networks sre connected into neighborhoods

of adjacent neurons. Yet, others can be connected completely at random.

Cellular networks may use supervised learning. Because of the large number, and

great complexity of connections, an optimization method is used for adjusting the

weights. Annealing is a commonly used optimization method. (Wusermsn, 1989).
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This process randomly adjusts the weights in a manner which will allow optimization

TO OCCLIF.

Cellular networks have been used in edge detection, noise removal, and character

recognition _Chua and Yang, 1988a: Chua and Yang, 1988b: .\latsumoto et al., 1990a:

Matsumoto et al.. 1990b: SIatsumoto et al.. 1990c). Some researchers are using

,:ellular networks to mimic biological activities. Work has been performed to model

the orientation sensitivity or' the visual cortex IVon der Malsburg, 1973}.

The ('ognitron and Yeocognitron are presented in this chapter because of their

_imilarity to cellular networks. These networks were developed to simulate the human

image recognition processes iFukushima, 1975: Fukushima. 1980}.

VI.2 Annealing

Annealing will be described first, because it is used in later networks. This method,

as the name implies, is similar to the annealing process for metals (Wasserman, 1989).

Annealing of the form described here can only be used with supervised learning

First. the artificial temperature must be initially set large, To = .0202. Next, apply

an input to the network and calculate the output. Compare the network output to the

target output and calculate the rms value. Change a weight, w, by a random amount.

These raJadom amounts can be determined by using Cauchy Training. Again, apply

the input and recalculate the rms. If the rra8 was reduced, then keep the weight

adjustment. If the rm_ was increased, then there is a probability of keeping the

changed weight,P(Aio). This probability is determined as follows,
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(. is a constant similar to the Boltzmann constant, k = .714. If the weight is not kept,

.t _s reset to its ,.-,ldvaiue, l'hen repeat the process for each wel.,z'htin the network.

Increment t after .V passes throuah nii of the weights in the network. Continue this

,lntll the system has 'cooled'.

Cauchy Traininz is used t,-) determane tile rooiinz rate and the probability of ac.

,'eptine a weight change. Temperature is adjusted as follows,

A
Tit) = t - t (28)

The probability of acceptin_ a weight change which resulted in an increase in the rms

value is given as,

T(t)
= ., (29)P(Aw)_,p T(t)z _,.A,.,.

Annealing is a slow process, but produces results that tend toward a global mini-

mum. Figure 36 shows what an annealing process can be expected to produce. This

figure was taken from a network to test the annealing process. The vms _,,'alueis used

to show how close the network was to its target output, and can range from 0 to 2,

Figure :36 shows that the vrns tends towards a minimum, however it can fluctuate

wildly during training.

VI.3 Cellular Architecture

Cellular networks are often designed with electronics in mind (Chua and Yang,

1988a). These networks use what is known as a dynamic model neuron. Dynamic

neurons are continuously receiving input and producing continuous output. A dy.

namic neuron is presented in Figure 37.



Training Cellular Network

Figure 36. Example of Annealing

Figure 37 has been modified slightly, from that shown in Figuze 1.6, so that the

terminology of this chapter can be more easily understood. Figure 37 shows neurov

i, 3, receiving input from positions k, I. Vzi_ refers to the internal state c_fthe neuron,

and V_ij refers to the output from the neuron, i_k _ is the output from neurons at

. • t • * ,_ _! _ 141 Ik,i "v'_k=is aAjusted by the weights ._Lz,3,k,t). A is known as .he Ieeaoa:x controi.

V, ki is the external input to the network, and is .dju_ted bv B(i,3, k,l ), known u
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Figure 37. Dynamic Model Neuron

the input control. C' and Rz are parameters of 'he neuron. I can be thought of na a

threshold or bias. In equation form Figure 37 translates into.

c dVzij( t ) 1
dt = -R--_V_.,(t) -'- _ A(i,j,k,l)V_k,(t) + _ B(i,j,k,l)V_,kt(t) + I (30)

k,l k,l

f() is the transfer function used by the neuron. For thi< work the transfe._ function

will be linear between -1 and 1. see Equation 4.

These neuro,s are placed in arrays and :onnecte_l to other neurons within the x:_igh-

borhood. Figure 38 shows a 4 x 4 cel[ular network connected using a neighborhood

of 1. The lines represent two way connections.

If the input to the network i,s used only to start the network at t = O, th¢¢1 B - 0

and Vyht(O) should equal the input.

VI.4 Testing of Cellular

Th_ firmt _t*Dmp$ win. t,._ *,.,_4. _ I,_,.,...,,,_w_,,l. {5 X 1-00 _ In_ . _. .... .._.J...................... o........ _ _ _ a_UEOr._ I _..Ja.l_'_b_'U

- with a neighborhood of size 4. Each of the 5 layers would be trained to determine the--j

_j
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4 × 4 Cellular Network

Connected with a
Neighborhoodof I

Figure 38. Cellular Network

centroid of a different size spot. That at steady state the value of the neuron at the

centroid of the spot would have a value of 1.0 and otherwise have a value df-1.0. It

should be recognized that the value of the neurons would probably be in proportion to

how close to the centroid they were located. Then. the neuron with the highest value

would be considered to be at the the centroid. Every neuron would have the same

weights as all others on its layer. This is done to make the network learn a general rule

for determining a spot location and not to learn where the specific train_ug spots are

located. A neighborhood of size 4 would consist of 81 connections to other neurons,

including a feed back loop to itself. Each of these connection would normally require

_ its on weight. However, this network wu setup with 15 independent weights, that
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Figure 39. Symmetrically Applied Weights

would be symmetrically applied to the neighborhood Figure 39. This figure shows the

relative position of the 15 weights. Spots are generally round, thus it was decided that

a few symmetrically applied weights would su_ce for spot identification. This can be

perceived as changing wts(r. _) to wts(r). This change would have two effects. First,

it would speed up the training tirae by reducing the number of independent weights

from 81 to 15. Second. the value of neurons could be affected by the roundness of

a spot, which if successful may be helpful as a new parameter used by the trscking

routines. Further, all the neurons would be excitory in nature with no threshold.

Later work may test how these improve may a_ect the network.

lt was quickly realized that training a large cellular network would be time con-

, suming. There would be $ layers each consisting of a I00 x I00 array of r_eum_,
-

thus 50,000 neurons. Each neuron would be connected to other neurons (including s

J
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feedback loop to itself) with 81 weights. Thus there would be over 4 million compu-

rations per pass. Further. the cellular network used here must come to a steady state

condition, reqmring an iteration scheme. A limit was set on how many iterations

would be allowed for the network to converge. If the network had not converged

bv this limit, then the network was treated as if it were diverging and new weights

would be determined. The limit initially used was J..000 iterations and the conver-

gence tolerance was set at 0.01. Thus, the network could make make over 4 billion

computations per pass. Add to this fact that annealin_ is a notoriously slow process,

and it can be seen that even the fastest computer would not finish training in a rea-

sonable time. lt was started on a HP750 workstation dedicated to this task, and it

was determined that the network would finish training in approximately 1300 years.

When this determination was made, the program was terminated.

The network had to be modified to speed the training time. This required some

modifications not only in ttle number of neurons but in What the output would rep-

resent. Above. each of 5 layers was to recognize the centroid of different sized spots.

The first modification was to reduce the number of layers to only t. This neurons

in this layer would be trained to identify the centroid of any size spot. This would

cause the loss of the roundness parameter mentioned above, but the neurons would

retain enough information about the spots (i.e. size and centroid) for the tracking

prr grams. The second modification was to reduce the training set size. Now, the

input to the network would consist of the 9 x 9 matrices shown in Figures 19 and 23.

, Further, the layer would consist of only a 9 x 9 array of neurons. Each of the input



network would iterate to a steadv state solution. Then the next input matrix would

be given to the network, and so on. Tile rms would be calculated for the entire set

of matrices. The rrns will range from 0 Iperfect} to 2 (very poor}. Further, in an

attempt to make the network emphasize on the centroids, the rrns is weighted so that

the network will learn what is a spot with equal force as what is not a spot. The

third modification was to reduce the iteration limit from l.O00 to 100.

The network was run on a HP750 workstation and required roughly 5 days to

complete. The results are shown in Figure 40..ks can be easily seen. the annealing

riffled to reach a minimum. Tile long periods where the rrns *s flat can be .explained

by the iteration limit imposed when the net_ _rk is attempting to converge. If the

network reaches this limit, the new weight is replaced with the old weight, the rra8

is held constant, and the annealing process continues.

These results were not encouraging. A future attempt may be made at training

this network without annealing. There are many methods for minimizing a function.

Although, most of these methods present a greater danger that the network would

obtain only a local minimum, they could be used to show how effective the network

is at spot identification.

q
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

\'II.1 Particle Image \'eloclmetrv

Advances in lasers. ,'omputers and cameras have steadily improved the results

achieved through particle image velocimetry {PIV/, In recent years advances in track-

ing alzorithms have further increased the reliability and speed at which raw imager

,Jata can be made in vector fields. The step between taking a picture and tracking

the seeds has also been improving. Currently, research is being done to use neural

networks in this regard.

The need for a new method of identifying tracer seeds is impelling. Current methods

work only in limited situations. No method had been proposed which will identify

seeds under a wide range of imager data. The imager data can be very clean in one

experiment or due to the object of interest very noisy.

Global thresholding can work in images where the noise is low and the tracers

are sharp. If noise is high or the tracers faint this method can have serious trouble.

Further, if the grey levels in the image are not steady throughout the image, thia

method willfail.

Localthresholdin8canworkinmany casesthatGlobalthresholdingwillfail.ltonly

requires that the seeds be noticeably brighter than the background. The problems
,.

arise with the setting of the threshold. What grey level differential should be used
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to determine a seed'? How [ar_:eshould the local area be set'? These are examples of

_tuestions ,xhich must t_e answered through trza[ and error for each imaze. One set

,)f parameters need not work for other images. Further. many seeds may not have a

large grey level gradient, causing the algorithm to fail to identify them.

This report prese.ted a :2. function for use irt discriminatin_ seeds from within

bubble coronas. [ts application was presented in Figures l'2 and 13. These results

demonstrated a sl_nificant improvement in the tracer identification. However. this

function can only be used for a limited type ,:,f image. Further. it currently involves

,)perator assistance in producing the parameters of the function. It is desirable to

produce an identification method which would be able to identify tracer seeds through

a large range of images without operator assistance. Future research could reduce the

operator assistance required to adjust the _ routine and improve its response to less

than ideal coronas.

VII.2 Backpropagation

Backpropagation is a training algorithm used for multi-layer perceptrons. Archi-

tc ctures were tested which employed 9 x 9 neuron input layer connected fully to a

6 neuron output layer. Each of the output neurons was to represent a different size

seed. This architecture _ not capable of determining the seed centroids.

Different input was tested. A 9 x 9 matrix and a modified vector were applied

input. The vector was produced from the matrix and fed to a modified input layer

consisting of 6 neurons. A six neuron hidden layer was also added. This arehitec-

ture was capable of recognizing the seeds when shown individually to the network,

m

z
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but when shown a synthetic 1{)0 x 1.00 image of grey levels with seeds randomly dis-

tributed, it was only capable of determinina the seeds approximate position, but was

not able to discriminate the centroid as accurately as required.

The importance of the parameters involved in training with backpropagation was

shown to be significant. Slight alterations in the the learninz rate. rl, produced

protoundly different results.

With further research, this architecture may be able to produce the results neces-

sary for the tracking algorithms.

VII.3 Kohonen Networks

Competition networks such as the Kohonen, etworks have demonstrated their abil-

ity to perform unsupervised learning. These networks are also capable of classifying

inputs into categories.

Coupling competition networks with backpropagation networks have produce re-

suits which are capable of discriminating spots. Further work will be required before

the centroids can be distinguished. At this point, the centroids can be found using

conventional fortran routines that decil:her the output from the network.

This network was applied to a 100 x 100 synthetic Image and produced accurate

results, lt was then given to a 1024 x 1024 experimental image. The results were

encouraging. In accuracy, it competes with the global thresholding method, refer to

Figures 32 - 35.

This network showed the most positi',e results of ali of the networks studied during

this research. Suggestions which might improve it are to use different input sets for

training, and possibly to train on a full experimental image.



VII.4 Cellular Networks

The research into the cellular networks was attempted. However. due to the ex-

treme time involved in the training process chosen, annealing, there was little time

for encouraging results.

Annealinz is very time consuming. Future research should attempt training using

more conventional optimization routine. This should speed the testing of different

architectures. The current results are not satisfactory in seed identification.

There are several types of cellular networks which should be studied (i.e. C'ognitron

,_nd Neocognitron. networks with inhibitory neurons l.
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